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ABSTRACT 

'lllis paper describes a way of buildin;J an intelligent interface 
between a huna.n am a canputer. We first examine the ma.in 
characteristics of such a systen £ran three points of viEM: the user, 
the expert in the definition of appl icatioos am the canputer 
scientist. Qir job is to fim an appropriate fonnalisn that can 
describe the different aspects of our systen: natural language 
understandi?:g, knailedge representation, explanation and caitrol 
mechanisns, plan generation, relational databases am meta-knc:wledge 
representation. Finally, ~ cx:>nclude by p:>inti?:g rut sane remaining' 
problems that will require additiormal basic researdl. 

'llle job described here has been implanentai in PROIOG caiputi?:g 
language en the CII HB 68 of the IRISA. Qir assistant interfaces an 
application, called Cigare, W'lOSe role is to help :pecple in sched.ulin;J 

· meeti?:gs. 

15eWros: Office autanation, kncwlaige representation, natural 
la?:gUage, relational databases am cognitive IOOdelin;J. 

1 INrroDUCrION . . 
' IJhe close -incera.ctionsbetween the fields of canputer science am 

oognitive psychology have given rise to what is generally known as 
hu-nan info:rna.tion processi?:g ncdels of cognitive processes. In this 
paper, ~ describe an intelligent interface between a h\Jl1an am a 
specialized cx:nputer (such as: text-editor, interactive queey systen, 
electronic-ma.il, ••• } • We call this interface a user assistant. Its 
role is to be an expert of the functions of the application to which it 
is connectai am to provide a friendly environnent to :pecple who wish 
to use this application.In this job,we look on our assistant fran three 
points of view: 

-the user's p:,int of viEM. He uses the application via the 
interface. Veey often, he is not a canputer professional. 



-the cx:mputer scientist' s point of viar,. Its role is to build a 
man-na.dline interface adaptable to varirus kinis of applications. 

-the expert's !X)int of viar,. An expert is a specialist in the 
definition of applications. His task is to s~cify to the assistant the 
different parameters of the application he wants to interface. 

In the next section, our purpose is to gather sane of the ItDSt 
interest.in3 characteristics a hunan-canputer interface must have, fran 
the user• s !X)int of viar,. In section 3, we take up the expert position 
and we describe what structures are necessary so as to enable the expert 
to describe prc:perly the different aspects of the application he wants to 
interface. Finally, in section 4, we describe the ma.in problems the 
carputer scientist is ex>nfronted to. 

'lllis job is an attempt to fonnalize · aIXi to solve sane of the 
proble:ns we have met in rur investigations. We don't claim to solve al 1 
the diffia.uties and we think that a lot of basic research rana.ins to be 
done. 

2 A FRIENDLY INTERFACE FOR USERS 

With the help of psychologists and application builders, we have 
brrught rut sane of the ma.in prc:perties an intelligent interface must 
have (11): 

2.1_ Understaming the User's Requests: 

Interactin.;J with a canputer in a "natural" way is much more 
perceived as "user frienily". In fact, it will be always necessary for 
users to make the effort of leamir.g what a system is capable of doir.g, 
but natural language 'NOuld mirumize the efforts of lea.ming how to make 
the system do it. In addition, natural lar.guage allows a casual user to 
use nore advanced capabilities of a system with::)ut kncwing the exact 
came.ms. ait, as yet, due to the vast atnmt of infonnation to store, 
the data.in of the disCOJrse has to be highly restricted. 'llle assistant 
has, in fact, to know far more than the syntactic rules that allow 
translating natural language into a fonnal representation (cf. section 
4) • In order to avoid frustatin,;J the user, the datain of the discourse 
has to be carefully stuiied for the assistant can understan::1 
.imrtediately nost of the iq>uts aIXi the rest after one or two rephrasings. 

In other respects, sane experiences have sh:Jwn that when users have 
sate difficulties to express a request (especially a request for help), 
the best solution is that the assistant provides them with a menu driven 
dialog. H:,,,.rever, this menu driven dialog has to be carefully stu:lied in 
order to take into acccunt the ma.in problems a user can meet. 

When the user expresses himself in. a "natural" way, most of his 
requests will not ex>rresp:mi exactly to the input fonns of the service 
actions. 'lhe user assistant must therefore have the capability of 
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nappi03 a given request into the apprcpriate canman:is of the seIVice that 
fulfil that request. 

It is also .inportant that the assistant generates 
what it has llllderstood in a request and that 
ackncwledgement fran its user before it sen:is a 
application. 

2.2_ Resp:,ndi19 Intelligently to the User's Inquiries: 

a paraphrase of 
it waits for an 
canrran:i to the 

In order to be really friendly arrl helpful, the assistant must be 
able to answer questions abc:ut: 

-infonnationsthe user has already submitted, 
-the current state of tne application; 
-the lin.:,uistic canpetence of the assistant (\'vOrds or granrca.tical 

structures it knews). The user may ask for exenples of sentences the 
assistant can parse. 

-hew to perfonn a given task, 
-which tasks the user may perfonn at that precise rrarent, 
-why he can't perfonn a task, 
-why arrl hew the assistant has made sane deductions (ex: hc:M it has 

solved unkncwn references). 
In the answer of the assistant, a recall of the question has to be 
mentionned so as to ensure the user that the assistant has l.mderstocx:1 
prcperly his question. 

2.3 Detecti03 User's Failures arrl Ma.kin;J Explicit the Systen Limits: 

Ibth the user an:i the assistant may fail for various reasons. We 
differentiate two types of failures: input an:i m:::>del failures. Input 
failures are due en the cne harrl to gramm.tical arrl sanantic mistakes 
fran the user arrl on the other hand to lin.:,uistic structures the 
assistant doesn't knew arrl to misperception of a \'vOrd when using voau 
tennina.ls. M:>del failures are due to tre user's ignorance or bad 
understandi.03 of sane aspects of the application. 

'!he assistant has to detect these failures arrl to pr01Tide 
explanations to its user. Concerni03 input failures, the assistant has 
to p,int rut unkncwn words, sarantic incompatibilities an:i sentenc:-e 
structures it can't parse. \'hen it meets an unkncwn word in a sentence, 
it ItUst try to deduce the rreanin;J of this -word fran the renain:ier of the 
sentence. If it succeeds, it has then to ask the user for a 
confinnation. Concerning nodel failures, it must p:,int out false 
presupp::>sitions, ina::tI1?lete requests an:i unkncwn actions to the 
application. It must be really infonnative (but not too talkative 1), 
shewing clearly arrl explicitly why it cannot accept a request. It must 
prOITide explanations, exatples arrl alternatives or restatenents. 

2.4_Acquirim kncwledge: 
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'lhe user assistant is particular to a user. Consequently, it nust 
be a::laptable to his sensibility and habits. It nust be able to learn 
sane new infomation, so as: 

-to increase its liIJ;JUistic cacpetence. Olr assistant can learn new 
syn0¥N3 of w::>rds that it already kncws. 'lhe user as just to declare: ''X 
is a syn~ of Y" • We think that the acquisition of new w::>nis and new 
gramra.tical structures has to be done by a hunan expert in liIJ;JUistics 
because ItDSt of the users have not the required cx:mpetence to perfann 
this task. 

-to take into aca:,unt behavia.Jr specifications, in 0rc1..er to avoid 
disturbance to its user. 'lhe user may give inst.ructions to its 
assistant, such as "My neetin3salways take place in roan no 210. 11 • 'lhey 
play the role of default cptions. 

3 ROLE OF THE EXPERr 

'lhe assistant, ag:,lication indepeooant, is wilt by a canputer 
scientist. To interface a given application, sane parameters of the 
assistant have then to be instantiated,'lhis is the role of the expert. 
The tINo na.in classes of pa.raneters are the li03Uistic parameters and the 
pa.rcmeters that describe the functions of the ag:,lication. The 
specification of these parameters is done via a specific laIJ;JUage. 

3.1_ The Linpistic Paraneters: 

In the previc:us section, \-.le have explainai that the , datiain of the 
discc:urse has to be restricted. Consequently, it is not possible to 
store in oor assistant, once for ever, all the vocarula.ry of a given 
laIJ;JUage. 'lhat :rreans . that the expert will have to fi.na , for each 
application to interface, all the required vocabulary so as to allOW' the 
user to express h:imself in natural laIJ;JUage with sufficiently varic:us 
expressions. Some w::>nis, 'such as articles and prepositions are CClmlDn to 
all the applications rut nost of the ""°rds are application depen:iant. In 
order to limit the job .of the user, it is useful to :inplenent in the 
assistant, once for ever, a set of rules that describe the various 
nD:r::pb:>logies (plural, feminine, conjugation fonns ••• ) of any given \t,'Onl. 
So, the expert has only to specify the infinitive form of verts, the 
mas0.1lin siIJ;J\llar of adjectives, etc... Ebr each of these ""°rds, the 
expert has to give: 

-the syntactic category of the ""°ro (noon, verb ••• ) , 
-if this \e.Oni accepts canplements. 

This last point leads us to introduce senantic features so as to enable 
the expert to precise what kini of ccmplement is acceptable. As we are 
concerned by a sna.11 subset of natural larguage, it is possible to define 
semantic categories in a finite number and to include each ""°ro in, at 
least, one of these categories. We think that these categories are 
limited to the set of categories of objects on which the application 
operates (hunan, time, place ••• ) • Finally, the structr..1...-re of a lexical 



itan is can!X)sed of: 
-a 'WOrd, 
-a syntactic feature (nam, verb, •.• ), 
-a sanantic feature, linked to the word itself (except for verbs 

whe...re this feature is the feature of an acceptable subject), 
-a list of sanantic features of acceptable canplerents, with the 

preposition that introduce than. 
Exanple: 
WOID(assanbly,nam,meeting, (of,hunan). (of,place) .nil). 

'!he rules that describe the grammatical structures are application 
independant. '!he nain rules are implenented in the assistant once for 
ever. H::Mever, we think it is :important t0 allow the expert to add new 
grarmatical structures and descriptions of idiana.tic expressions. 'Ibis 
can be done via a specific larl3'uage [ 6]. 

3.2_ The Description Of The Application: 

'Ihe expert describes a m::xiel of the application to the assistant. 
The first goal of this description is to make the assistant "understand" 
the kirrl of request the user has submitted. 'Ihe secorrl role is to enable 
the assistant to help the user. 'Ihe word "understand" means, here, to 
firrl the exact meaning of a request with regard to the functions of the 
application. It also rreans to verify if this request is possible 
con.siderin; the previais actions the user has perfonned am the data 
transmitta:1 by the application. 

'lb rrodel an application, the first task is to decanpose it into 
basic actions. An action will be identified by a set of significant 
patterns to firrl in the aitput fonn produced fran the user's request. 
Next, it is necessary to describe the corrlitions under 'Which an action 
may be perfonned. These corrli tions express that, previaisly, sane 
actions rrust have (or mist not have) been perfonned by the user arrl (or) 
sore infonnation nust have (or rrust not have) been transmitted by the 
application. 'lhese infonnation are the result of the user's actions or 
the result of other useri s actions in the case of multi-users 
applications. Finally, for each action, an exhaustive list of tasks the 
assistant has to do is described in tenns of infonna.tion to add to a 
contextual database and camarrls to send to the application.A rule that 
describes a basic action of. an application is of trie fonn : 
RUIE(<identification>, 

<list of patterns to firrl in the request>, 
<ccnditions >, 
<inforrcation to add to the contextual database>. 
<camarrls to send to the application> ) • 

4 ARCHI~RE OF THE SYSTEM : THE COMPUI'ER SCIENTISI' POINI' OF VIEl'l. 

'Ihe job of the canputer scientist is to build a systan that takes 



into account both the different parameters specified by the expert and 
the huna.n-crnputer interactions oonstraints \t.e have point out in sectwn 
2. In this sectwn, \t.e first examine the lirguistic eatp0nent ani next 
see hJw the request is interpreted. Finally, w1e explain hew the 
assistant can provide help to its user. 

We first assume that the hunan and the machine interact in a way 
that can be described by a prcxiuction systan. Indeed, w1e think that the 
fonna.lisn of production systems arrl logic is a gocrl fonnalisn that has 
been really successful in providing insights in both theoretical and 
practical aspects of ccrrputing science. '!hen, \t.e have to specify: 

-A general structure to describe the rules of this prcxiuction 
systan, 

-the process by which rules are selected for execution, am hew to 
express it, 

-the structure of the info:ona.tion utilized by the rules, 
-hew the infonnation reflects the current state of the kno,iledge on 

which the systan q:>erates, 
-the q:>eratwns on the rules (rcodifications, •••• ) • 

Figure l sh:Jws the overall structure of a user assistant: 
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'lhe goal of the lin:;JUistic canponent is to generate a foi:mal 
representation of the meanirg of the natural larguage sentences of the 
user. Actually, there exist na.ny varicus ways to represent fo:ona.lly a 



natural larguage sentence. We think that the fonnalisn adcpted arrl 
described by [6], [8] and [17] is very '.I.ell adaoterl to our problem. In 
this fonnalism, the stooy of determiners have been looked at in detail so as 
to refine the range of quantifiers. In ad.di tion, sane tools have been 
added so as to represent better sane structures such as questions 
beginirg by : vhy, H::1.v many, Ib.v rruch ar.d. the expression of time. '!his 
representation is in higher level logical fo:rm. For instance, the question 

''Who are the i:articipants of the meetin:J A ? " 
has the followir:g forn:al representation : 
QUESI'ICN(SEI'-OF(x),. meetins 1A) .particip:tnt-of(x,A)) 

Olr p:rrser is canposed of two ent;ities: a lexicon arrl a set of rules 
that describe the grarmatical structures of ·french. We think that it is 
important that these rules may also be appliei backward, for sentence 
synthesis. In fact, a lot of job remains to be done abcut this prd:>lem. 
The rrain problem:. \\e are ccnfronted to about sentence synthesis is that 
we must specify all the syntactic constraints, so as to have a 
correct rutput, arrl to ensure ourselves that all the information the 
logical fonn contains has teen synthetised in a correct way. 

In rur system, a sentence is parsed by a grannar where: 
(1) 'lhe axions are a finite set of nodes : 

imperative •••• 
declarative, 

(2) The non-terminal symbols (SN, 'EN, Verb ••• ) have the general 
fonn: · 
X(<syntactic features>,<satantic feature>,<fonnal representation>) 

The syntactic features (gender & number) arrl the satantic feature (hunan, 
place, ••• ) are the features that result of the parse of the sentence 
substructure represented by X. 

(3) The terminal symbols, that are the lexical items. 
(4) The rules, that have the fonn: · 

X(l(SY~., ••• SY,L-),g(S~, ••• SE;c,} ,h(F,, ••• F-')) -> 
y~ (SY4; I SE-1 ,F~) • • • • • Yi. {SY_i I SE,i, F .c-> 

are applicable iff sl(SY4;, ••• SY"-) and s2(SE-t, ••• SE_:v are true. Where: 
- SY stands for the syntactic features, _ 
- SE stands for the semantic feature, 
- F for the fonnal representation of a substructure of a sentence. 
sl and s2 are functions that express coniitions, such as 

patten1-rre.tchir:g, between features that cane fran each non terminal 
symbol an the right part an the rule. 1 and g are functions that 
describe lUN to mild the syntactic arrl semantic features of the non 
temtl.na.l symbol on the left part of the rule fran the features on the 
right part of that rule. f describes row to build the fonnal 
representation of the sub-expression parse::!. by the rule. 'lhe main 
problem is that the meanir:g of a canplex expression has to deperrl only on 
the rceanir:g of its subexpressions. Every \I.ell fonned subexpression is 
then considered as a unit of meanirg that can be inte;rated in a laxger 
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expression. 

Finally, the lexicon and the rules of the parser are considered as a 
database so as to enable the system to give infonnation aba.lt its 
llll3'llistic cx::rrpetence (cf. the nice job referred in (14]). 'lbis 
structure also allows us to implement procedures that detect, in a simple 
way, gramrca.tical mistakes ani semantic inconsistencies. 

4. 2 The contextual database : 

We think that it is :important that a request don't be treated as an 
isolated event. A context is built up so as the repeated exchan;es 
between the user and his ma.chine may be CCX1Sidenrl as approaching a simple 
but real conversation. An hna.ge of all the exchan;es between the user 
and his assistant and between the assistant and the application is stored 
in a contextual database. 'lbe contextual database is local to a user and 
is CXJtJX)Sed of a list of facts that represent: 

(1) 'lbe infonna.tion the user has transmitted to the application via 
his assistant. 'lhis can be looked as an historical database. 

(2) Info:rmations aba.lt the state of the dialog between the user and 
his interface (what the user knows and what he is talkin;J abalt) • 

(3) The infonna.tion the application has transmitted. 
(4) Some behavia.ir specifications, given by the user. 

'the contextual database plays the role of a short te.nn meno:ry .- All the 
facts are represented in the same way: 
FACr ( <kim of fact> , <infonna.tion>, < sairce of the infonna.tion>) • 
The argunent "srurce of the infonna.tion" allows the assistant to explain, 
at cU:¥ t:une, the origin of the inf0tmaticn (inheritance or deduct:ion, 
default cption, the user' s request) • 

4.3_ Intezpretation Of The User's Request: 

We have examine in 
describe an application. 
Rule( <nane> ,Cl,C2,L,T). 
Where: 

sect:ion 3 the structure of the rules that 
In cur job, a rule is of the fomu 

-Cl is a set of cxnlitions on the existence of s::xne facts, stonrl in 
the contextual database, 

-C2 is a set of patterns to find in the logical fonn produced frau 
the user's request. C2 allows an efficient preselection of rules and is a 
tool for user guidance (cf. 4.4), 

-L is a list of infonna.tion to collect in the logical fonn . Sare 
control procedures, linked to the infornations, are described. here (cf. 
example), 

-Tis a list of actions to perfonn (ccmnands to.send to the applica
tion and infornation to store iil the contextual database). 
Let's look at an example: 
RULE(p::>sitive answer to an invitation, 

facts(exist(meeting).to be invited.(user,rreeting) .nil), 
pattems_to_find(agrearient=to_ccme.nil), 



to_collect(dates(c:ky<=31 and S<=ti.rre<-20).nil), 
actions(addCD(positive answer(user).dates(<dates>).nil). 
snAPP(positive_answer(user, <dates>) .nil) .nil)). 

addCD stands for "add to the contextual database" 
smAPP stands for "send a::mra.rrl3 to the application" 

After the parsing process of the user's request, the interpreter eva .. 
luates the Cl and C2 of each rule. Thus, a preselection of (one or rrore) 
applicable rules is done. Then, the interpretor asks the user for a confir 
mation of its understanding. If it is correct, L and T of these rules are 
execu~ed. If it is not correct, the user has to say 'Which rule is applica
ble, 1.f any. The user may also ask for help- (cf. user guidance nodule). 

4. 4 User G.lidance: 

One of our main principles is to never left the user to himself. 
The assistant nust be able to help the user at his request or when it 
detects scme failures. User guidance is a very vast problem, let's lock 
at scme aspects of it: 

( 1) What is the 1 inguistic coz:pus necessary to express requests for 
help? Is natural language \<Jell adapted? 

( 2) When the assistant is not able to answer a question, hav to make 
it. express the reasons why it cannot (instead of the laconic expression 
"I don' t knew")? Hew to nake it propose al terna.tives? 

( 3) Hew to help the user to plan his ~ix? 
(4) How to leam to IlOV'ices the main functions of an application? 
(5) Ii:::M to be really very infonnative, without excess? Ebr 

instance, is it possible to define different levels of infonnation? 

Despite the current interest in user guidance, \<ile think that the 
design of a helpful and infonnative interface ranains to be done. 
Hewever, &)IIe very interesting and valuable results have been obtained in 
sare w:::n::'ks such as : [2], [14], [17], .... In rur job, the fo:onalisn 
of the :rules that describe an application allc:ws the assistant to prOITide 
SCXTE explanations: 

- When the user doesn't know which actions he rray J:)Crfonn. at a pre
cise m:::irrent, it is fran the conte.'{t and through the evaluation of Cl of 
all the rules that the assistant ai ves him the list of t.½e actions he is 
allowed to perfonn. ~ 

- If the user doesn't know how to perfonn a given action, the des
cription of the L of that rule gives him the arrount of knowledge required 
to perfonn this action. 

- The evaluation of the Cl and the addCD of T of all the rules allows 
the assistant to generateplans [9] and to p:rop::>se tothe user various chains 
of actions (or subgoals) to reach the requested goal. This is a -way to 
learn to novices how to use the application. 

- When the user wants to perfonn an action that is not allowed, the 
evaluation and the description of the Cl of that rules gives the reasons 
why this action is not p::>ssible, and under which conditions it ~uld be 
p::>ssible. 



. Actually, the user is guided by a IIEnU-driven language to fonnulate 
his request ~or help. Requests for help in natural language are, indeed, 
very difficult to express and to be interpreted. 

5 CON:!LUSICN. 

We have presente:3. here a hunan-canputer interface which is to be 
used by a large and casual public. We have check off what must be the 
main prcperties of such an interface. 'lhe fo:cmalisn adopte:3. here, based 
UfOn logic, reveals itself to be quite robust and general. This interface 
has rr:w to be teste:3. by users. 

Ha,rever, a lot of job remains to be done, especially in the 
follcwin:;J areas: 

*Ha,r to respcn:i rcore intelligently to incorrect inputs an:i to 
questions aba.lt the kncwledge. 

'irHcw to 1:uil t an expert that is able of reasonin;J· on incanplete 
kncwledge. 

"'Iicw to process some lin:JUistic problems s~"l as fuzzy expressions. 
~ to 1:uild an efficient "expert" to manage knc:wledge 

ac:quisitiai. 

The job \'Ve have presente:3. here has been :implatented in PROI.OO on the 
CII-HB 68 of the IRI~. 'Ihe implE!Ilentation has lasted the equivalent. of 
14 rconth~ for Ol'.le person, but sane 'WOI'k renains to be daie to increase 
the perfo.mances. 'Ihe application that our assistant interfaces is 
called CIGARE, its role is to help pec:ple in schedulin:;J meetin;s. We 
also inten::l to connect this interface to a text editor. 
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